
moms    daily movement
hacks for busy
5 FREE and FAST Resources that will get you moving!
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Hey I’m Rebekah, and I am the Queen of the Restart! As a mom to five

and working full time, staying consistent in my daily movement goals has

ALWAYS presented challenges for me. Just when I get into a groove, my

family's schedule changes and I have to “restart” my daily movement

routine. I want you to have a few “go-to’s” that you can use when you

find yourself needing a restart in your daily movement!
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The habit of daily movement is so important for our overall well-being and

health, but let’s face it, sometimes it just feels like another chore or “to do

“item on a list! Where do I do it? For how long do I need to do it? What do I

need to do to get ready to do it? By the time you think through these answers

your window of time for daily movement may have just ended which leaves

you feeling frustrated and feeling like daily movement isn’t going to work into

your mom life!

I can help! As a mom to 5 kids and working full time, actually staying

consistent in my daily movement goals has been an ongoing challenge for me.

When you have 10 minutes to workout you need a “go-to” resource that is

fast and easy to access without a lot of wasted time.That’s why I have put this

guide together for you. Embrace the RESTART and MOVE!
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Words matter and when you start daily you cue your brain into a new habit.

Your body hears everything your mind (and mouth) say. Also I like the word

movement because I can “move” every day whereas exercise pounds a bit

more.

TIPS TO MAXIMIZE YOUR DAILY MOVEMENT:

Use “Daily movement” vs “exercise

Maybe you have a preferred way to move daily but some days it just doesn’t

fit into your schedule. Don’t let that stop you from your movement goals! Try

a new movement, even one you may be resisting. Daily movement is not

ONLY about breaking a sweat. The goal should be to honor your body and

practice excellent self care thru movement. This mindset lead to a more well-

rounded, health conscious, less stressed  mom. You’re welcome!

Be Open to different Movement Types.

This will help you take action when you have the time and know exactly

where to drop and give me 20! No for real, If it is 10 minutes, in the living

room after first meeting/coffee/ect. Already have the details decided, you just

pick an activity and GO.

Pick a time/place/and duration IN ADVANCE.



The PERFECT resource that wastes NO TIME for the busy mama! Get your

sweat in fast! The ultimate way to optimize daily movement for the burn. No

lengthy intro, no talking and explaining, videos come complete with music,

start with a set timer and cues to stop, break and restart, and full visual of

exercise along with a modification, if needed.

Why I like this Daily Movement option:
10 min, 16 min and 21 min Daily videos

H.I.I.T. workouts, strength training workouts, Full Body Workouts

Always an “No Equipment” or “Dumbbell” option

Always a modification

FREE and can be done in a small space

Click here to check them out!
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RESOURCE LIST

1 | @MrandMrsMuscle (on IG/YouTube)

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCi_J6WNj99ro-9cPZOUrf8Q


This is a fantastic option for realigning and gently moving the body. Even if

you have never taken a yoga class before, you will especially like to use this

option first thing in the morning or just before bed or really anytime you want

to move your body AND you need something indoors and less sweaty! Be

warned you may underestimate the value that this simple daily movement

may have on your overall well -being! You do not have to know anything

about yoga to enjoy this resource.

Why I like this Daily Movement option:
20 min is average length

Shorter instructional videos if needed

Any fitness level will benefit/can participate

No equipment necessary, yoga mat optional

Super basic and down to earth, no ethereal music or chants

Click here to check her out!

Bonus Site: Yogini Melbourne - another beautifully simple yoga resource
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2 | Yoga w Adriene

https://www.youtube.com/user/yogawithadriene/videos?app=desktop


This is a Power Barre Workout which combines traditional barre strength

training exercises with HIIT cardio intervals for an effective 30-minute, full

body workout. If you like the energy of a group class environment and want

to be challenged but not do a lot of high impact and jumping around this

may be a great daily movement option for you!

Why I like this Daily Movement option:
Longer videos, the average is around 35 min

14 day and 30 Day Challenges available

Use of light weights or kettle ball recommended

Specifically designed for women

Any fitness level can use, there is even a pre-natal series

Click here to check her out!
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3 | NourishMoveLove - Barre Workout

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIiI9tAbgvSPPL_50gefFtw/videos


Only have 7 minutes a day to get it in? This workout app is just what you

need and best of all, it’s totally free and so easy to get started. You’ll get to

choose from your favorite workouts and each routine will even come with a

video tutorial and step by step instructions so you know you’ll be nailing all

your forms perfectly. Workout anywhere, anytime, and with no equipment

necessary!

Why I like this Daily Movement option:
Voice and video instructions for every workout

No need for equipment

Ability to customize your workouts

Compatible to fitness tracking apps

Not a lot of space needed
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4 | The 7 Minute Workout App



Walking. It seems so simple yet it is the simplest way to move. This is an all

purpose app designed to track your walking. What better way to get your

daily movement in then by heading out the door for a quick walk. You can

even get audio feedback as you walk. The app can announce your distance,

pace, calories burned, and other data every mile, half-mile, or another

interval.

Why I like this Daily Movement option:
GPS tracking of route

In addition to walking, you can track over 600 different activities.

You can pay for additional services, if desired

Connect with other apps and wearables such as Fitbit, Garmin, Jawbone, and

MyFitnessPal.

You can view your daily steps as recorded by these devices or by your mobile

phone.
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5 | Map My Walk App


